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HEAT WAVES IN DOUBLE LAYER UNDER
PERIODIC CHANGE OF SURFACE LOAD

Abstract

In the paper, propagation of heat waves in double layer under periodic change
of surface load is investigated.

Analysis of deep water waves shows that these waves propagate along the
depth of layers with different phase velocities.

The problems of construction of resolving equations for rectangular nonlinear-
elastic plates interacting with temperature field are considered in [1]. In [2] the
stress strain state of a thick-shelled pipe under the conditions of hydrogen corrosion
and the action of nonstationary temperature field with local warm-up is considered.

The representation model of an axisymmetric temperature field in a body bounded
from within by a cylindrical hole as the adequate heat condition in an unbounded
body with using fictitious (reflected) heat sources is grounded in [3]. It is shown that
the heat condition in a body with a hole arising in the process of mechanical treat-
ment may be decomposed into local and general temperature fields and this local
field defines temperature directly in the area of action of local source. The general
temperature source defines the increase of heat strength of the local field at the
expense of heat accumulation in the treated member. The principles of the theory
of nonstationary problem of heatconductivity, quasistatic and dynamical problems
of thermoelasticity of isotropic and anisotropic plates and thermovisco-elasticity of
isotropic plates with regard to heat-exchange through their lateral surface are stated
in the book [4]. Nonstationary temperature fields and temperature stresses in the
plates subjected to the action of internal heat sources or heating by means of heat
exchange with environment are determined and investigated on this base. In partic-
ular, infinite and semi-infinite plates, strips, an annular hole plate are considered;
influence of strengthening rod elements are investigated. The method for measur-
ing nonstationary heat flows by means of film gauges of resistance are given in [5].
Many operation processes in machines consists of one and the same operation pe-
riod. Such a character stipulates periodic change of all the quantities determining
the state, including temperature and stress change. In this connection, let’s con-
sider an associated problem of thermoelasticity for a double layer assuming that the
layers have different thermoelasctic characteristics. The force changing in time to
harmonic law acts on the surface x = h1, the surface x = −h2 is free from stresses.
We consider a process that lasts so long that we can neglect the influence of initial
conditions, i.e. the temperature field of stresses is determined only by the stress
vibrations of boundaries [8].

The mathematical problem is reduced to the solution of the system of dimen-




